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Mariňáci Spojených států, kteří chtějí zatknout bývalého ministra

obrany a generála námořní pěchoty Jima Mattise na základě

obvinění ze zrady, zjistili, že uprchl z USA na Ukrajinu, řekl zdroj z

kanceláře generála Erica M. Smithe Real Raw News.

Mattis, penzionovaný čtyřhvězdičkový generál, strávil ve sboru 44

let, během kterých velel jednotkám ve válce v Perském zálivu, válce v

Afghánistánu a válce v Iráku. Později byl nominován na ministra

obrany zvoleným prezidentem Donaldem Trumpem a potvrzen

Senátem 20. ledna 2017. Jejich vztah se nahlodal na konci roku 2018,

když Trump proti Mattisově radě stáhl americké ozbrojené síly ze

Sýrie, což Mattise přimělo promluvit špatně od Trumpa a předložit

rezignační dopis. Trump od té doby nazval Mattise

„nejpřeceňovanějším generálem v historii“ a „nepříliš dobrým

chlapem“.

White Hats nyní říkají, že Mattis byl buď továrnou Deep State od

začátku, nebo se připojil k Deep State poté, co ho Trump odmítl.

Tvrdí, že Mattis pomohl zločinnému Bidenovu režimu militarizovat

federální agentury, jako je FBI, ATF a IRS. A co je horší, tvrdí, že

mají důkazy spojující Mattise s útokem Deep State na Štědrý den na

Guantánamo Bay.

"Dva váleční zajatci jmenovali Jima Mattise." Nebereme jen slovo

zrádců, ale jejich drobky nás zavedly k zasvěcenci z administrativy,

který je ochoten dosvědčit, že Mattis, generál Mark Milley a ten

parchant Lloyd Austin diskutovali o tom, jak takticky zachránit

Pelosi, ať shní v pekle, a 'znovu si' GITMO. Jsou další informace, o

kterých nemohu otevřeně mluvit, ale měli jsme dost na to, abychom

na Mattise vydali vojenský zatykač. To, co Mattis udělal, je

nesvědomité a zrádné,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Ale Mattise se nepodařilo najít. Říkal, jak se říká, kurník.
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Podle rozkazů generála Smitha si američtí námořníci vytyčili jeho

dům v Richlandu ve státě Washington a také ústředí General Electric

v Restonu ve Virginii. Náš zdroj uvedl, že Mattis sloužil v

představenstvu GE a strávil tam značnou dobu. Přátelé Mattise

údajně řekli Marinesovi, že on a jeho manželka Christina odjeli

začátkem ledna ze země na dvoutýdenní dovolenou v zámoří, na

opožděné líbánky, ale už se nikdy nevrátili. Mattis si vzal Christinu

Lomasney v červnu 2022.

White Hats se později dozvěděl, že Mattis nastoupil 10. ledna 2023

na komerční let do polské Varšavy.

„Deep Staters jezdí do Polska jen proto, aby se bezpečně dostali na

Ukrajinu. Vzhledem k tomu, co se tam děje, se to může zdát zvláštní

místo, kde zůstat v bezpečí, ale v tomto případě je to opravdu méně,

než se na první pohled zdá. Zelenskyj je chrání, protože mu Deep

State dává peníze rukou,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Na závěr náš zdroj řekl, že pokud Mattis znovu vstoupí do USA,

ocitne se na prvním letu do zálivu Guantánamo. Poznamenal také, že

generál Smith informoval Trumpa o Mattisově zradě.

„Ten Mattis udělal nějaké zrádné činy; jsou to hrozné činy spáchané

hroznými lidmi. Je to obrovská nespravedlnost. Chytáš je, chytej je

dál, "řekl Trump.

(Navštíveno 95 595krát, dnes 829 návštěv)

 

A comment search feature has been added. It will allow you to search

comments by keywords / authors.

I am making $100 an hour working from home. I never imagined

that it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

$16,000 a month by working on a laptop, that was truly astounding
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for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must

try this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 2 days ago by Delavic

Hello Mate rather than come out with this same boring statement

every day, why don’t you explain a bit more with detail about how

you earn your precious $10 an hour. That would at least make your

messages a bit more interesting.

Don’t reply to this flunky, he’s just a shit for brains kid sitting in his

mommie’s basement playing head games to get his jollies…..

Yikes! I was just about to add “Peachy Keen”! Wow! I just did! Grab

those bastards by the baguettes and get the show on the road! Too

many clones roaming around to suit me.

That sounds like the word, “hotrod”, or a hopped up “jalopy”; that

translates to an old beater vehicle, a term from the 1920’s, but was

still around in the 1950’s

Ty, for your continued work, MB! I am now working after being

unemployed for 6 months. Will get you some $ when i am able.

I need to give too, I am on soc. sec. but there is always something we

each can do……is there an address we can send money to?

Absolutely not! He’s capable of holding down a job. If you are on

Social Security you keep your money and use it where it’s needed.

Good grief! You’ve earned it.

According to previous RRN reports, Gen. Mark Milley got into

trouble in 2021 and so has been under What Hat control, but now

according to this RRN report, Mark Milley participated in a

discussion on how to rescue Nancy Pelosi from Gitmo with the 2022

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Christmas raid on Gitmo. There appears to be a discrepancy that

needs to be reconciled. No one under White Hat control is supposed

to be free to participate in such a discussion.

I pay very close attention to all RRN’s reports, because they certainly

do not read like “Satire & Parody” designed to amuse us. Look at the

grave accusations contained in the reports, along with the details of

illegal activities incriminating the Biden Team, and you know the

info provided by RRN, true or false, is consequential. So much so,

some proper authority needs to come out with a clarification — either

a denial or a confirmation. Isn’t it a very odd phenomenon that while

this so-called “Satire & Parody” news website, Real Raw News, is

bold enough to label the Biden administration as a “criminal regime”,

the DOJ of the administration seems to lack “standing” to call RRN

out as a disinformation operation? Such a lack of reaction from the

DOJ and the Biden Team as a whole signifies a lack of strength. As

an ordinary reader, it would be very foolish of me, by now, to

automatically brush off Real Raw News as “Satire & Parody” or

disinformation. Like they say, where there is smoke, there is fire.

Something very big may be going on — and it’s no laughing matter.

While it is my personal belief that much of the info provided by RRN

is credible, I have no way to verify it. That may be part of the reason

why there hangs a cloud of skepticism surrounding Real Raw News.

Nevertheless, signs of credibility may be hidden behind this misty

screen of mystery. For instance, RRN says Nancy Pelosi was executed

by hanging by the U.S. military at Gitmo, on the morning of

December 27, 2022, and that 45th President Trump was present at

Gitmo to witness the execution. Now, suppose I were a

disinformation operator, I wouldn’t dare to put in such a detail. For

mainstream media reporters could approach Trump and ask if he

had witnessed Nancy Pelosi’s execution at Gitmo. Any answer from

him, whether “yes” or “no” or “no comment”, would either confirm or
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disprove RRN’s report. Yet, no MSM reporters have approached

Trump on that score. Why if they are sure that RRN is no more than

a “Satire & Parody” website?

A lot of this stuff is easily verifiable. Biden ain’t Biden. That’s an easy

one.

Every single execution seems to check out.

Yes, takes some personal effort, but all seem to be checking out,

especially when avoiding all the Deep-State FAKE Newsmedia lies,

distortions, twisting of every statement from Donald J Trump,

propaganda, mis-stating true history.

In my view, there may be some loose ends out there, so I wish you

could help me out in a couple of cases. Case 1: According to RRN’s

sources in the U.S. military, Adam Schiff was executed on August 13,

2021. Yet, his name pops up every now and then in the news, as if he

is still alive. Case 2: According to RRN’s sources in the U.S. military,

Gavin Newsom was executed on January 24, 2022, but later that

year, he got re-elected as California governor. We may be looking at

some doppelgangers, but I am certainly unable to see any difference

between the real and the fake. If you can check it out, so much the

better. In my opinion, the dynamics of American politics are

changing so quickly that even RRN’s sources of information in the

U.S. military could lose their accuracy occasionally. To err is human.

Robert, welcome to 5th Generation Info warfare that we are in. Move

and countermoves as Q puts it. We maybe past 5D chess for all we

know. As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord who is above

all. I enjoin all to hope and pray and not to worry. Blessings, 🙏🙏

Since Gruesome Newsome is free to change the California laws to

allow illegals to become policemen. I think it is time to rid the earth

of all doubles or clones!
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Isn’t Gavin Newsome frozen solid, tossed into the corner of the

freezer

 
He went to H*** with a smile on his face.

 
Just shoot him in the face and see if his head explodes from the

bullet… you’ll know if hes a clone, or the real thing

Thank you for saying so. I was a diligent student during my school

days. The English language is a great tool that enables us to learn any

subject of interest to us. Therefore, I try my best not to spoil this

great language, whenever I need to express myself in it.

Thanks Robert, for adding to the healthy skepticism. I suspected it

first with the description of Hillary’s last breakfast of a cheese

omelette with jalapeños and strawberry milkshake…and confirmed

my doubts with Dick Cheney’s failed trap door on the gallows, which

he thought entitled him to a pass. But an enlisted guy with a

soldering iron fixed a bad connection. 😏🙄

And for these kinds of reasons, I’m not convinced Mattis isn’t

another manufactured bad guy, like Sessions or that “backstabbing

traitor” Pence. 🤣🤣 Pulleeze!! It was NECESSARY to let the traitors

certify the ‘election’ to complete the Steal.

And any claim of an attempted Gitmo takeover is equally ludicrous.

Just not sure who it’s supposed to be fooling.

Maybe demon possession is trickier than I can figure. When they are

wearing purple with yellow like I see on Gen Mattis photo, I heard it

was the deep staters. Is that Easter colors? Reminds me of Jesus

resurrection and I heard lately they have a plan to go back in time to

get Jesus for this 2nd coming staged theater.

There’s maybe a chance people are in Ukraine waiting to get a portal

out of this earth. IDK. There’s a lot of talk on underground bases are

being cleared or emptied and beings getting portals off the earth with

Gene Decodes however I cannot confirm.
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James Rink at SuperSoldier.com claims RRN is partly true. I don’t

see RRN lying except the satire & parody part don’t seem true unless

the jokes on us and the earth event script writers are laughing at us

or something. Maybe it’s all true but unfortunately only a small part

of truth out of a much larger mysterious whole.

What I know for sure is SHTF a lot more like with all that’s ongoing.

A car crash at Pendleton entry, makes me wonder it’s a message from

whoever is remote controlling vehicles? I don’t see where we get to

know, it’s need to know. Maybe we can’t be misled if we need to

know?

There may be an ET component in all this. I heard that top deep

staters were going / being escorted off-planet to a kind of prison

planet. For sure there are ET links with Ukraine and right now ET

have saved the planet by dealing with off-planet Deep State stuff

(read Len Kasten: Dark Fleet, and look up Elena Danaan / Michael

Salla) that was beyond the rest of us humans to deal with. We have to

clear up what we can do ourselves, but it always seemed to me that at

certain points, cooperation may be necessary but may not be for

public communication.

Earth is the prison planet and the Galactic Federation of Light are

the ET’s behind the white hats. The Pleiadian ET’s that are part of

the GFL, also built the pyramids all over the planet, which are a grid

ley lines to track various black hat movements. The Black Knight

Satelite that monitors nukes, through magnetic pulsation and

prevents any nukes from ever being deployed, is run by the Arcturian

ET’s that are part of the federation. The MSM loves to scare the 99%

with nuke threats, though. Mars and the moon are where higher ups

go to get out of dodge, usually using portals. The US has bases on

Mars and the Moon, since 1964. Haliburton has mining enterprises

on the moon and mars and both planets have breathable air and blue

skys, besides what NASA wants you to know, which are mostly lies…

Lying is the only truth on earth……
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And truth is stranger than fiction. Thank you for this. There will

never be nukes…..

Anne Bless you for bringing this up. I believe this is the only thing

that will help us at this point and is, more than likely, the answer to

our prayers. We still need discernment though…thank you Anne

Stallybrass for this insight, at a time when we really need it.

Oh good grief, do you really think the Heavenly Father would be so

easily manipulated by a bunch of silly humans? Hardly!

Trump is human and like humans we have our moments to believe

the best in a person. Valuable lessons learned by President Trump,

and am sure he is rethinking his mistakes….not to make them again.

Trump has a big heart am told so this would make sense, he is a

businessman not a born military man !

He may not have been born a military man but let’s not forget The

White Hat partition of the military picked him to run for President.

Imho, he is a fast learner and have learned a lot after being

surrounded by the brightest of the brightest military minds

comprising Team Q. Blessings from the Real Delavic, 🙏🙏

RRN report, dated May 5, 2021, entitled “Pentagon Coup! Joint

Chiefs Overthrown”, is what is referred to in my message to Mr.

Baxter. Please check.

I wrote in early 2021 that he’d been arrested, that is correct. Then

people commented often, “Why are we seeing Milley on TV.” I

responded in comments that I do not have all the answers.In

response to comments, I said specifically that he may have been

released or could be a body double. I have asked sources about his

disposition several times. We know he was never brought to

Tribunal. I hadn’t given his name much thought recently until we

received info for this piece. I will pursue it and ask if the legit Milley
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was released or if the person discussed in this article is a fake.I’m

making this comment a sticky so people don’t think I’m trying to

avoid your question.

Last edited 2 days ago by Michael Baxter

I’ve just mad some calls.

Two generals, Milley and another, were taken into custody by the

Pentagon Protection Force in May, 2021, after they tried to persuade

other Chiefs of Staff to follow Joseph R. Biden. Although they were

brought to Guantonomo Bay, they never faced a military tribunal,

apparently because, fearing for their lives, they apologized for

persuaded Gen. Berger to allow him to make contact with President

Trump. Whatever Milley told Trump he deeply regretted his

indiscretion and told Trump that if released, he’d help take down the

Biden regime. Apparently Trump seemed convinced and asked

Berger to set him free, which Berger did, in protest. Milley didn’t

keep his word. He ran right back to Biden and has since been under

heavy DS. protection.

It’s a similar situation to what happened to Pence. White Hats had

him and were ready to prosecute, but he apologized and tricked

Trump into believing he’d stick with the good guys. Then Pence went

right back to the DS.

I think White Hats have upped their game since those instances.

So, it seems that the real Milley is still out there.

I think Trump’s wiser now too.

Last edited 2 days ago by Michael Baxter

So what i don’t get is that if Milley or anyone else is guilty of treason

how does an apology get them bk on the street? I thought treason

was an automatic capital offense. No?
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I’m not the one making decisions for how White Hats handle their

business. But I do agree with you. I think, personally, that they have

some shame over having set free a person or three, believing that

person might truly have seen the light.

They too, were lied to. Totally Luciferian, faking repentance to get

away and do more damage.

Maggie, totally agree. From direct experience I attest and

recommend that we all go forward adding this to our personal list of

“absolute truths of life”.

I agree with you Andrew……>>>>>>>>>>.John 16:33 ESV …”I have

said these things to you, that in me you may have peace. In the world

you will have tribulation. But take heart; I have overcome the world.”

They do. And they will stop at nothing to avoid getting caught

because they KNOW what they are doing is wrong, only they choose

not to stop doing it. which would give them a chance at redemption

and even mercy.

Why did Trump defend Pence when it was found that Pence had

confidential records? Just wondering

Keep your friends close and your enemies closer. I believe Pence is

involved in pedophilia. There was a man from IN who told his story,

then died mysteriously. Then Madyson Marquette has named him.

It’s worth watching.

I don’t agree with keeping your enemies close. Just my opinion. It

hasn’t worked out well for Trump either. It is his downfall really.

But I knew you were a snake before I brought you in.

 
TRUMP showcases a few of these people very much on purpose

He’s too trusting of his inner circle. Berger was trying his best to

make Trump see the dark in these peo…I mean hounds of hell excuse

me…but Trump wanted to give them another chance. Prayerfully he
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starts to rely on his inner instincts more and maybe some proven

modern day prophets – NOT Paula White!

My sentiments exactly (except for kiddie killers). I will never forgive

them. But people who have hurt me, I forgive. I just never, ever,

forget.

Some young boys testified against Pence in military tribunals held in

the real White House.I saw videos of their testimonies. Pence and his

wife are very evil people, sending children out in the woods and

chasing them down with guns. Pence told the boys “I am without

sin”. He truly believes he is Jesus.

He is a possessed asshole Satanist who will be brought to justice and

that is for damn sure. Enquiring minds want to know why he was

Trump’s running mate? How much do you get done with a kiddy

killer running mate???????

I wouldn’t fault them for letting Milley and Pence go. If they were

genuine, certainly they would have been more valuable outside

working for the White Hats than rotting in a cell. Then offering a

deferred judgement adjusted for good works. Its a good proposition.

I note that now its, “no more mister nice guy”, given that Trump let

Hahn hang when Hahn asked for mercy at the gallows.

I would like to add that, as said by Dr. Steve Pieczenik, that Trump is

actually a nice guy when it comes to people and that its Melania that

is the ruthless one. This is why Trump had so many deep staters

around him and trusted people at their word.

It may have been part of his learning curve. Trump is a really smart

man, and he may have been giving them enough rope to hang

themselves.

Steve Pieczenik didn’t describe her as “ruthless”, she is certainly not

as naive as POTUS though.
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I suggested toTrump on Truth Social that he should always have a

Pleidian. or other-world sentient being who can read hearts and

souls of humans present in his meetings, and he replied back that he

liked that idea!

Best idea I heard all day Mary….Trump needs help desperately in the

discernment department….as long as they have our best interests at

heart…..

Just makes their demise that much sweeter when they’re

caught…..come to think of it,wouldn’t it be more ironic if they both

were caught by Putin’s men?

we will never know if russians did not get US labs personnel or

MERCENERIES from WEST and keep them in Russia..

I was referring to Gen. Milley and the villain of this article. Any

American lab personnel there I would consider enemy combatants.

The Whites Hats know, no doubt that intel has been shared, just not

with you, and no should it be shared with you, or me for that matter

No mercy they have none on us why should we have any on them…

kill every one of those Commy pukes

yeah , well setting a person free from charges of TREASON ,

SEDITION , and other CAPITOL offenses is ENTIRELY WRONG,

although the decision having been made to free these lowlifes from

said charges, it is a WHOLE other thing to leave these these lowlifes

in POSITIONS OF POWER. This is not just a mistake it is an

ABOMINATION, and ENTIRELY FUCK UP! WHO EVER MADE

THESE DECISIONS SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM EVER

MAKING DECISIONS AGAIN, THIS BEING TRUMP , BERGER or

whom ever. ALL of this having reported to have happened leads to

the question, just what the fuck is going on here? I have said

repeatedly , Michael as you know DJT is a DECEIVER, DJT has

DIVIDED LOYALTIES , in the past I have said DJT is CONFLICTED,
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THUSLY HAVING SETTLED ON THE TWO FORMER. DJT no

longer deserves the TRUST of the PEOPLE of the UNITED STATES

of AMERICA as I have come to conclusion , the White Hats, the

partitioned part of the US Military tasked with the responsibility of

carrying out the invoked INSURRECTION ACT ,as well as other

operations of the WAR that this nation has been involved in since

well before DJT was elected US President in 2016, should also be

carried out with the FULL SUPPORT of the FREE AMERICAN

PEOPLE, PATRIOTS , MAGA , AMERICAN NATIONALISTS, ETC. ,

AND ALL OTHER RIGHTEOUS AMERICANS BELIEVING ,

SUPPORTING AND IN ALLEGIANCE WITH THE UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA ,THE REPUBLIC , US CONSTITUTION AND BILL OF

RIGHTS AS IT STANDS.

I must say I agree with you on this one David Kelly. Something is

definitely wrong here. And when we explore the level of technology

going on behind our backs, you kind of come to this conclusion.

Trump needs to get suspicious and get REAL and do it fast. Everyone

can pile on me for saying this, it doesn’t matter at this point.

I do not give a fuck who piles on me for the things I say and post, I

speak from my heart and mind from ALL that I know and have

learned. AND EXPERIENCED . I STAND BY EVERY COMMENT

AND POST I MAKE, IF I HAVE BEEN IN ERROR I WILL STAND

BY THAT AS WELL. NO ONE HAS SHIT ON ME, I POST UNDER

MY NAME, THIS IS WHO I AM. ALL OF THESE 3 LETTER

AGENCIES, BUREAUS, DEPARTMENTS,ETC.. KNOW EXACTLY

WHO THE FUCK I AM. I HAVE BEEN UNDER SATELLITE

SURVEILLANCE SINCE 1979 AS WELL AS OTHER

SURVEILLANCE AND MONITORING AND LOADS OF OTHER

HEINOUS SHIT NOT OF MY CHOOSING. ENOUGH SAID………

FOR NOW

The Joint Chiefs purged “shame” from their lexicon after WW2.
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US Military have no shame, Operation Mockingbird was fine by

them….and no fear of consequences….reinforced by a lack of self-

policing among the Military leadership.

Failing to act against crimes is tacit approval of the crime.

Our resident Deep-State troll / Deep-State agent D K seems

extremely desperate. Another desperate Deep-Stater is R E R / R R,

who forgets he just changed persons and exposes himself. Did you

ban our resident Deep-State troll / Deep-State agent D H? If so,

thank you.

ask TRUMP, and how many times has he pulled this shit. COUNT

THEM! DJT is a DECEIVER , a SLOW PLAYING DECEIVER,

BERGER IS HIS PROTEGE, WAKE THE FUCK UP!

Gee Dave, you are totally making a fool of yourself. Are you signed up

to a suicide hotline? We are becoming worried.

You are the fool, davis you are pimp and a suck-ass, you do not have

the balls you were born with. YOU will roll -over and take to your

knees at the drop of a hat. YOU are patently pathetic. No doubt it is a

real bitch for you to look in the mirror, so maybe you should consider

suicide rather then recommend it for others. Jerk-offs like you make

the world what it appears to be at this place in time, but times they

are a changing as jerk -offs like you are disappearing , thanks be to

that.

That’s a little reductive in this situation. Communism/fascism.

internationalism/universalism/imperialism is by definition treason,

because it means a negation of the nation state. But if you don’t

believe in the nation state concept, and it is only at most a thousand

years old, then you don’t. Acting on all of this as treason is just a

really difficult prospect, given our history.

 
Just think it through. 95% of the Popes is world history would be

traitors. 95% of western governments, 95% of western authors etc.
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Some notion of American universalism, or meta-nationalism, was

baked into the USA right from the start. The shining city on a hill and

all that. It was a bit random that the USA stopped at 50 states.

I’m all for precise definitions and am not at all in favor of any of

these cockamamy western ideologies, but you need to think the cut

through carefully. Treason goes right to the bone with us. There’s no

limit to how deep we could cut here, but too deep and we’ll just kill

ourselves. Crazy they may be, and crazier and crazier they are

becoming as they lose power, but we need some of these lunatics too.

In my opinion, an honest, honorable, good person expects the same

in others. Took me a few burns to learn evil will use whatever means

necessary to get what they want. I don’t think he is gullible. He would

not be such a successful businessman if he was, but I think he does

look for the good in people and they have to prove him wrong, like

Omarosa. To be fair, none of us has any experience to draw on with

regard to treason on this level, not even our beloved Commander in

Chief. We will all be wiser when this is all over.

You are referring to “your” life lessons, THIS IS ABOUT THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA THE REPUBLIC, THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE and REALLY GLOBAL HUMANITY. SO YOU NEED A

SENSE OR PROPORTION , REALITY! CAN YOU UNDERSTAND

THIS? It is not one of those ” aw shucks ” moments. or oops, have to

do better next times. HOW MANY TIMES? As a business man he

should know better, A WHOLE LOT BETTER. Quit making excuses

for DJT.

It’s called not being a fortune teller. The minute he discovers who

they are, they’re gone, or part of his 5-D chess plan.

Seems that way to me too. There are very few people that I trust. Life

has shown me over and over again not to be too trusting. I can trust,

but it may be to the detriment of myself and maybe others as well,
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that I am responsible for. They gotta pass the sniff test before they

come into MY circle. And that is just the way it is.

He is entrusted with the care of the country and the people. It is his

job to be suspicious and wary. OTHER countries dismiss their entire

cabinet when they get elected, and then they hand-pick their

carefully chosen people. The Turd has done that here, in Canada,

with all his little Turdlings, lol.

So if he has not, and will not, purge his ranks then he needs to think

about his mission statement.

He had no choice but to depend on people who knew the block,

because this was his first time on the block. He is a career

businessman, not a career politician. This is a new job for him and he

is learning as he goes. Sadly, he was savaged and attacked and

threatened and blackmailed and nearly killed many, many times —

not to mention his family members were attacked and even killed by

those same adversaries — because he stood for We the People, justice

and the kids, and the swamp HATED him for that because he was

draining the swamp and locking up perps and executing the traitors.

They fear him which is why they did what they did to steal 2020 and

keep the child sex trafficking going, because kids are not human

beings to them, they are currency to them. And Zelensky is

protecting them in Ukraine as well.

 
Just yesterday I read somewhere that Noname raped kids himself. I

was horrified to see that because although he was known and paid to

protect paedophiles and child sex traffickers in his home state of

Arizona with his bestie, Jeff Flake and his other bestie, Paedo Joe

and Hunter in the Ukraine, I now see more clearly way his face

looked so demonic on The View when he was laughing at a joke.

People who laugh at funny stuff do not look like that.

 
Trump was right to call him out, he was right to fight him.

 
And NoName was executed not just for his treason in Vietnam, and

stopping the government/military from finding servicemembers still

missing over there and blocking the families from asking about their
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loved ones, but also for his treasonous crimes in Syria, the Ukraine

and Libya with Biden and Obama and Hillary and Kerry, while

dragging Graham, Rubio and Klobuchar Jovanovich, and other

policitians into his world of demonic filth.

I think DJT did awesome work while in office. I wish he wasn’t so

trusting though, and I wish he would claim his rightful place as

President.

He did some good things and he FAILLED on some much bigger ”

things ” and there is a whole lot of things DJT did not follow through

on, more or less half -assed efforts

Nothing wrong with that. But working in a snake pit where snakes

breed and recruit rapidly is problematic to one’s good works. Trump

had to fight snakes while the smarter snakes knew how to

camouflage themselves while striking back, which is why his good

works were so obstructed and destroyed despite his efforts.

Amen – what you said is so perfect and right……I tried to like it but it

would not let me……it and one minus and I tried to change it…..oh

well…..I need to keep reading your great statement …Xena….

We have to continue praying for him and that God would keep that

army of angels around him and his family. Also that God would send

him a proven prophet to speak to him about strategies to finally take

them down. Chuck Pierce, Robin Bullock, Kent Christmas, Hank

Kunneman, Julie Green to name a few.

Yes, pray for him and his family. But never fail to remember that we

should not trust in any mere man but trust in God. It is He who will

give the victory!

Not Hank Kunneman. That guy allowed Flynn to lead the

congregation into a demonic prayer; and instead of apologizing for it

and rebuking the guy and leading the people into a deliverance from
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that occultic prayer, he told off the journalists who asked him about

it and called them stupid.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Xena

NO Xena , DJT hired snakes, DJT hired KNOWN snakes, he did NOT

fire known snakes, he kept on , known snakes, DJT surrounded

himself with known snakes, and PEOPLE LIKE YOU, Xena , said ” oh

Trump is just keeping his ENEMIES CLOSER ” and NOW , DJT is

saying He was lied to, and YOU Xena are making EXCUSES for DJT,

the guy you kept on about being sent from GOD, do you remember

some of that Xena. you make all kinds of Biblical commentary about

DJT. Sounds like all that Biblical commentary and reference about

DJT was all NOTHING BUT BULLSHIT! Just like all your

commentary now, ALL BULLSHIT. YOU AND SO MANY OTHERS

are beyond BELIEF!, YOU come here pushing bullshit narratives and

propaganda , and you never stop, because you are paid, you are paid

propagandists. You were called out a long time ago, Xena

NO , DJT was the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, HE HAS

TO BE DIFFERENT THEN ANYONE ELSE. Are you cognizant of

what is happening here?

DJT is DIFFERENT HE IS THE FUCKING PRESIDENT, HE HAS

TO BE HELD TO A MUCH HIGHER STANDARD, IF YOU DO NOT

UNDERSTAND THIS YOU ARE A FUCKING MORON

Maybe not, if Milly had actually worked on behalf of the shite hats,

he might have been an invaluable asset. Maybe it was worth the risk.

DJT is NOT gullible, he is CORRUPT. ALL this time people are

saying DJT is playing 5 level CHESS, DJT is smarter than all of the

DS , DJT is setting traps , keep your enemies closer, all of this

bullshit, but NOW DJT made a mistake/s , DJT was fooled, DJT

excuse after excuse ,after excuse.DJT is a DECEIVER , DJT is playing

both sides and has been playing both sides just like ALL of his JEW

BUDDIES, just like the zionist jew bankers , just like jews in all facets
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of society. ‘ Art of the DEAL ” has ALWAYS BEEN “ART of DECEIT “.

DJT figures he plays both side or ALL sides and what ever side wins ,

DJT COMES OUT ON TOP, WELL BULLSHIT! NOT THIS TIME

DECEIVER , NOT THIS TIME!

Michael Baxter, It’s quite obvious from your account of Trump, that

the prions from the COVID Shot have penetrated his blood brain

barrier and caused a decline in his high level brain activity.

He never got the shot. He stated in an interview he used

Hydroxychloroquine. From what I have learned, he discovered Dr.

Birk and Dr. Fauci were traitors after Operation Warp Speed

commenced. But maybe you know this and are just being snarky.

On December 20, 2021

 
@NoSpinNews

 
During their show in Dallas, President Trump revealed to Bill

O’Reilly that he got the vaccine booster shot. He was booed by the

crowd!

Not sold on that. I was at a public event in Dallas with Trump and

Bill O’Reilley. Trump SPECIFICALLY said he had taken the Covid-19

shots (two) AND a Booster. The crowd was not entirely pleased.

I believe Michael Baxter did hear correctly. I don’t think the REAL

Trump, however, would do that, or say that.

Last edited 1 day ago by Windtalker

There’s another possibility. I am very sure that Trump has been

involved in time travel and other ET stuff. This could include the

med bed treatment that can reverse any illness or injury including

vax damage, as I understand, but the ET’s will not release it until we

have done enough cleaning up work ourselves. Even then it will not

be buyable … but Trump may have earned it.
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Let us hope that the healed Trump comes forward now Anne. And I

cannot wait for the med beds. Bad guys have to be gone first…As for

the time thing? I think we can see that nothing is off the table and

nothing can be ruled out..

Trump has a double he’s got that white stuff under his eyes and he’s

heavier. Other sources say it’s a deep state double.

I have wondered about that for sometimes he seems a bit different.

He does not seem to have the same fire in the belly that he had

previously. He seems a tad less energetic and more calm – unless

people told him to be like that so it would draw in those still “sitting

on the fence.”

Benjamin Fulford said that, about the clone being the one with the

white under his eyes. I think the clone is going to the tanning bed

and leaving the eye goggles on too long. LOL. Seriously….lol

Me. neither. Either that was a double, or he was confusing the

enemies by throwing out disinformation. He knows Fox journalists

like O’Reilly. cannot be trusted even after they left Fox. I saw for

myself on another journalist from there.

Trusting God requires unanswered questions.

 
God called and chose him. His hand has Not lifted off of him, he is

fine. Anyone can tell the last few years he has demonstrated a softer

heart toward people, which the enemy will try to use against him. We

are kidding ourselves if we think God didn’t know Trump would

make a few mistakes, AND that God would Not be able to turn it for

good.

Genesis 50:20 You tried to harm me, but God made it turn out for

the best, so that he could save all these people, as he is now doing.

Another translation says

 
You devised evil against me. But God turned it into good, so that he

might exalt me, just as you presently discern, and so that he might

bring about the salvation of many peoples.
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Romans 8:28 Amplified Bible, Classic EditionWe are

assured and know that, God being a partner in their labor all things

work together and are fitting into a plan for good to and for those

who love God and are called according to His design and purpose.

I like most of your comment, but we have to remind ourselves that

over time…..over time, God will work things all together for

good…..that is His called ones, the rest of Roman. 8:28

Carol, did you know that the verse you quoted is AndWeKnow’s

theme. The site is authored/narrated by LT an ex marine and a good

Christian to boot. He prays at the end of his podcast always giving

glory and praise to Jesus. Been a steady follower for two years at

least. Blessings from the Real Delavic, 🙏🙏

God forgives for ETERNAL LIFE, but if we are not supposed to

judge, and we are trying to clean up the Republic, then these people

need to be dealt with according to the law. You must remember they

are liars, leakers and thieves. Since we aren’t supposed to be judging

them, we CAN’T know if they have turned over a new leaf!.. Forgive

and don’t hold any grudges, but deal with traitors as TRAITORS. Of

all the people that faced execution at Gitmo, only a VERY FEW were

remorseful or repented for their crimes and sins. These people are

servants of Satan. We need to do it humanely, but they NEED to be

taken out!

Yes! Smile at them pleasantly and say, “I forgive you with all my

heart” as they sit and rot in a prison cell. One can forgive without

letting the criminal run amuck!

 
It’s like all these scam companies that whine “Send us money, show

you care!” OK, I’ll show you I care – by saying a prayer for you. That

does NOT mean sending money!

Really hard to separate the wheat from the chafe. An example, did

you know that there were 40+ proxies of the Clinton Foundation

when it came to “donations”? These people are not only sick but evil.
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Lord help us.

Aren’t forgiveness and punishment mutually exclusive. One

definition of forgiveness is to forgo punishing the offender. WE

CANNOT FORGO PUNISHING THESE OFFENDERS, THEY ARE

TRAITORS OF THE HIGHEST ORDER.

We are mandated to forgive, but be ‘wary’. Unforgiveness is like a

poison to us, but not to the bad guys. They don’t care.

When you see first hand and know the vial and evil acts and

atrocities these fucking lowlifes have perpetrated FORGIVENESS

WILL BE THE LAST THING ON YOUR MIND.

She hasn’t stumbled onto any of the videos yet. Give her time. She

won’t be able to unsee it.

YOU ARE NUTS, The law is ENTIRELY CORRUPT, CRIMINALS

CONTROL ALL LEGAL PRACTICES, OPERATIONS AND THE

COURTS, FEDERAL STATE , COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL. FAMILY

COURTS ARE CHILD TRAFFICKING OPERATIONS, MUCH OF

THIS WAS ENACTED AND SET – UP THROUGH THE ACA MORE

COMMONLY KNOWN AS OBAMA CARE. So Linda, ENOUGH of

your BULLSHIT, YOU ARE HERE TO CRATE BULLSHIT

NARRATIVES AND PUSH BOGUS PROPAGANDA , I have called

you out before and I am calling you out again. YOU LINDA

HUTCHISON ARE A PAID PROPAGANDIST, STOP PUSHING AND

PUMPING YOUR BULLSHIT, YOU DO NOT TELL ANYONE WHO

CAN AND CANNOT JUDGE OTHERS THAT ARE CRIMINALS AND

INVOLVED IN IMMORAL AND ABERRANT ACTS AND

BEHAVIOR, AND THE PUNISHMENT THAT IS TO BE DEALT

OUT TO THOSE PERPETRATING THE CRIMES, IMMORAL AND

ABERRANT ACTS AND BEHAVIOR. GO BACK TO YOUR EVIL

MASTERS OF THE CULT YOU SERVE
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I am so tired of optics. The public doesn’t have their glasses on and

they are oblivious; and more children die while the blind don’t see.

The children die for optics. The borders over-flow for optics, the

continent goes to hell for optics. It doesn’t make a lick of sense to me.

I don’t buy it one bit. Fact is, the white hats won’t control the media

or anything else, for reasons unknown to any of us. This would end

the problem. I guess they don’t have the money, or the courage, or

the manpower. This time next year, we will be saying the same things

again, only there will be way less children on the planet.

I think General Berger’s handling of this might have been the cause

of the deep division between him and the other white hat chiefs by

June 2021. It certainly would have made ME mad. He was under no

obligation to turn him over to Trump under the provisions of this

operation.

With Trump setting Millie and Pence free, he now has irrefutable

evidence of Treason by the 2 of them. They were probably recorded

saying they would help Trump. I think Trump gave them a chance

knowing full well they would break their promise.

(It’s kinda like deep sea fishing where you let the line out more and

more while the fish swims away, and then you steadily start to reel

them back in until the fish has no fight left in them)

When they get caught (It is not a matter of if but when ), there will

likely be no Trial, but instead, they will be marched right up the

platform where the ropes are ready, and the hatch door will open

beneath them. I will bet Trump will be there to have the last word, of

which they won’t be able to say anything. At that point there is

nothing left to say in their defense, unless they can prove they had a

gun to their head by the black hats (yeah right) and will just accept

their fate. IMO of course
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So white hats need to be on the offensive big time. No time to let the

enemy come to you…..The enemy must be destroyed, brought to their

knees, or it is all a farce and a charade I think. That is not how to

wage a war that absolutely must be fought. With an evil of this

magnitude you definitely want to get them first.

Mattis and many of these lowlife degenerate TREASONOUS COCK –

SUCKERS are NOT in Ukraine , they are in ISRAEL. And TRUMP

and BERGER ARE DECEIVERS , PEOPLE NEED TO WAKE UP.

ALL OF THE JEW LICKERS HEAD TO THE ZIONIST SATANIST

PARASITE JEW STATE OF ISRAEL FOR SANCTUARY and

PROTECTION THINKING NO NATION WOULD DARE MAKE AN

INCURSION INTO THE PARASITE ZIONIST SATANIST JEW

STATE. They sure as shit know DJT would never try, because he is

one of THEM, just another the DECEITFUL LOWLIFE SHIT BAG

TRAITOR. FUCK all of these ASSHOLES are possibly hanging out in

TRUMP HEIGHTS, playing golf and LIVING HIGH ON THE HOG, it

the PARASITE KOSHER STATE. again WAKE -UP!

Ok now you have lost me, lol. The distinction between real Jewish

people and fake Jews needs to be ascertained and understood. Does

Xena need to explain it a hundred times?

NO, THEY ARE JEWS , THEY ARE ALL PRACTITIONERS OF THE

SAME DEGENERATE SATANIST CULT OF JUDAISM, AND THE

CHURCH OF SATAN, THEY ARE BOUND TO OBEY THEIR

CREED, WHICH DEMANDS THE DESTRUCTION AND

ENSLAVEMENT OF ALL OTHERS THAT ARE NOT JEWS AND DO

NOT LIVE OR RESIDE IN THEIR NATION. THERE ARE NO FAKE

JEWS, XENA PEDDLES BULLSHIT AND SHE KNOWS IT,

ZIONISTS AND JEWS ARE THE SAME, AND NONE OF THESE

ARE ISRAELITES AND NEVER HAVE BEEN ISRAELITES, NO

CONNECTION.

The fact that you have to lace your statement with constant profanity

is proof it cannot stand on its own merit.
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Maybe you could ask your sources at Mar-A-Lago if they could ask

Mr Trump why don’t they send out arrest warrants for a bunch of

these communist parasites like Gretchen whitmer Mitch McConnell

Omar Loyd Austin mitt Romney. All these parasites put wanted

posters dead or alive and milk cartons put bounty’s on their heads

like they do get this shit show over …thank you ..! we the people

All the Egg’s are in one basket, and “they” will do exactly whatever

means “they” can to deceive or delay least give up that basket,,, at

any cost, even to themselves, what matter whose blood is spilled, it’s

all Blood Cult Ritual.

For “them”,,, /\/0 QUARTER !

Those under WH control can also appear to work for the other side

on purpose, it’s a show. But, there’s also no guarantee they won’t flip

back in such a high stakes game.

Last edited 2 days ago by oshi

No problem, this is understandable.

 
][‘m noticing screw up’s on other sites, like comment and articles

deleting after one viewing. ][ expect other corruptions around the net

will show themselves soon enough. The more of these guys we get

ASAP, the sooner we will A L L be free of the tyranny.

I don’t see any discrepancy. If he was under White Hat control, then

they knew he was a Black Hat, no?

Pardon me if I am wrong but Killery was Gitmoed in 2017, Milley

also but I forget the date, Nancy was “dancy” on a rope at the Git,

Paul testified against her. Can’t wait for Austin to be taken down,

preferably with GUSTO!

It’s visible as a text entry box directly below the article, in the spot

right below how many comments are currently posted./
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Sadly, that can’t be done. The trolls will abuse that feature in order to

overload RRN so it doesn’t work properly.

Thanks Michael Baxter for all the stories, I know you pour lots of

yourself into this both night and day. We cannot thank you enough

and we need to remember you and all the other whistle blowers,

truth exposers and all that try to reveal truths……in our prayers……It

is a God thing you are doing —– WE ARE GRATEFUL…..please let us

know how things are going with Gen. Berger and the White Hat

officer that was found dead in his bed………….we love and appreciate

these folks too…….we stand with you …..❤🥰👍💓💚💟🥰✅✝

So what happened to that BS that the military was going to step in

once there was fraud proven for the midterm elections where the

fuck are they meanwhile they’re fucking murder and all our chickens

starving people out people are dying from the clot shot left and right

but oh we still got to wake up the sleeping dead

Last edited 1 day ago by James/Bond

“all our chickens starving” actually, Tucker Carlson had a broadcast

on this the other day that egg producers noticed that their hens

stopped laying eggs going back to last summer. So a few of them

changed their feed and the chickens resumed laying eggs. The feed

they were using came from major suppliers such as Purina. Now

wrap your mind around this – a major food supplier has purposefully

tainted their product so as to negatively affect food production. What

else has been tainted? Is this why cancer rates have gone from 5% of

the population in 1900 to 50% today? What a nightmare the world is

with psychopaths in control….

I meant ‘AFTER that deesepiece-of-s— was (already) hung’. We DO

need the longer, preferably permanent, edit button.

Apparently they need to SHOW the American people more heinous

crimes and acts of TREASON and GLOBAL MASS GENOCIDE

because DJT thinks the people have not been convinced as of yet,
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possibly when humanity is on the cusp of extinction and the zionist

satanist jews are very close to achieving their evil agenda , then

proper authorities will ACT.

Mr Baxter, this is for you and your contact (if you haven’t already

come to this conclusion). An effort is clearly underway to remove

Biden. But who will replace him? This so easy. It will likely be a

corrupt military leadership loyal to the deep state (and their personal

bank accounts). But in order to invoke the military and Marshall law,

they will need some major destabilizing incident in the world that

likely involves nuclear weapons. This is what is coming. They are

trying hard to get something like this going in Ukraine, however, it

could easily come from some place else. It will be at this point that all

of a sudden, anyone in the military opposing them will be branded as

traitors, and will be shut down.

I’ve read that Kevin McCarthy will replace Biden’s ghost, clone, CGI

or whatever and the Kamel too, then hold new elections, but Biden

will be gone….

Hey mb how about a way of finding our posts easier. Number the

comments or something. A go to button.

So far as the military budget, are the White Hats getting their correct

cut of the pie or is the Deep State keeping you all from being fully

funded? I would hope Real Raw News can get some White Hat

military funding.

Awesome now we all can find out how much money Delavic makes

an hour.

Last edited 12 hours ago by aimee

][ beg to differ, ][ believe that ” Sir, We have them A L L, and the rest

of their resources are being secured as we speak.” would be a better

comment.
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i thought Q had those trying to flee the country locked down? no way

to escape? bs alot of whole appearing in the wh Q movement. why are

we not closely monitoring the deep state? or making arrests? Q has

all the proof?

Last edited 2 days ago by Ryan

Yes. I don’t understand some people. There are thousands and

maybe hundreds of thousands world wide involved in this crap.

Majority of the families have No Idea, but enjoying the avails of the

so-called spoils of Life. That prestige is ending.

Yes there are, and now “they” are losing. Escape is not an option,

Forgiveness was offered with soul repentance, “they” declined.

 
Only one place left for them.

 
Oblivion of the ABYSS ~

Yes, the power we fight is vast. Evil/satan had 1000+/- years whilst

bound in the abyss to think of a way to totally destroy the image of

Yahuah which is man when he is loosed for a little while. Everything

is a complete lie… history, science, evolution etc. Like the pfizer

scumbag said about covid, directed evolution, creating vaccine/jabbs

for future out breaks that dont exist yet, is like the example from the

3 Stooges as exterminators. They put cockaroaches mice and ants

into a home and show up at the front door as exterminators. Mind

control through forced acception in comedy, to soften the blow

subliminally in our reality. Its ok, because it was funny and made me

laugh. Well, its not. And in some way this is what they have been

doing with vaxx/jabbs over decades to get us to believing this helps.

Well, its not. The last round of medically induced poisoning was their

cumulative effort to end society.

The dark ages were dark because satan was bound for 1000 yrs.

During this time was the millenial reign of Christ, or the Golden age.

This is the preterist’s belief that is in the bible. Do the research. We

are now living in the time where satan has been loosed from the
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bottomless pit to confuse the nations with false history, false times

(research Anatoly Fomenko – russian mathematician) through

satans indoctrination coming from the world govern-ments, or

(control-minds). Its absolutely a complete control of the world

through deception and indoctrination. Look up on youtube vid

(Illuma corp, or illuminati corp.) Satan has used religion and the

bible to control the masses. If you look into it, deep enough, you will

see why selling movies through Hollowood was a deep part of mind

control. There is free and abundant energy in this world. The person

called Nicola Tesla may only be the image that was used to cover up

the fact of how free energy was depressed. There is nothing new

under the SUN. There were electric cars, trains escalators etc before

there were fuel powered machinery and rockefeller used oil. Oil is the

most prevalent fluid on earth next to water which is self replicating,

to create energy and petroleum based drugs. The earth needs

carbon(dioxide) to sustain life. Glo-ba’al warming is a farce, Western

medicine is a farce. Everything the indoctrination education system

offers as education is a complete and utter LIE. THEY, do not want

you to know that “They Live” and have controlled the earth for

thousands of years. But THEY, like us, were created by our Creator

Father. And just like the 2020 election as an example, they want to

continue to control the world. This is a spiritual war, a war that

Yahuah will win, He is the Creator of all.

 
We are electrical beings trapped in animal skins as Mammals which

is our fallen nature of sin. Syn sine = time. We are trapped in time.

Sine and cosine is the progression of time. Infinity symbol shows that

we are trapped in time, it is the beast that rusts and deteriorates

given enough time, that moths will consume and deteriorate. Yahuah

showed us how to break the grip of time/syn/sine and be in eternity

with Him. We have to believe the truth or be stuck in infinity for

believing in lies as the truth. You have been given freedom of choice,

no one is twisting your arm. Spirituality has been infiltrated with

lies… choose wisely.
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I don’t think there was ever a time when Satan was completely bound

and Christ reigned over the government. That should come next.

Last edited 2 days ago by Sandy Thomas

Then explain why Solomon built altars for his wives and concubines

worshipping false gods like Ashtaroth and Chemosh and Baal in

contravention of Commandments 1 and 2 that stipulate not to do

that?>

Because he was a Jew , this is what jews are ALL about. NOT

contravention , it is called deceit , you need to understand this

reality.WAKE -UP!

Research 70AD

 
Christ said to his people that this generation shall not pass and they

will see him return in glory. Does not say your generation shall see

me return in glory. In that time, Nero branded people like sheep on

the forehead or the hand, fyi. Just like fake news today… you dont

hear that Is-real bombed Iran yesterday, nope not a peep. And 2000

years later, “supposedly” you believe in what the “Jesuits” scribes

and Pharisees allow in the bible and what is missing in the bible. You

can believe whatever you want. Fake WWIII, real WWIII. Either way,

Yahuah Created us and all things. Father of our Creation will win.

God ALWAYS reins over the government, but He has created man

with free will because He didn’t want PUPPETS. You will SEE how

much God is in control of the government when He takes out most of

the Congress and restores Godly people to the positions they were

elected to over the past several elections. God’s timing and methods

are different than man’s. What God will do here will be EPIC,

according to the prophets BIGGER THAN THE RED SEA! I think

that sometimes God allows man to stew in his OWN juices, but He

DOES give everyone a chance to repent. Choose wisely! Sit back and

watch, keep the faith and continue to pray, and you will SEE who

reigns over the governments WORLDWIDE!!!!
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THERE NEVER HAS BEEN THAT TIME. SATAN HAS HAD FREE

RUN OF THE EARTH EVER SINCE GOD CAST HIM & HIS 33% OF

BAD ANGELS OUT OF HEAVEN. I DON’T KNOW WHERE THE

HELL HE GOT THAT IDEA?

This country doesn’t need bible bangers running the US. Remember

the constitution forbids this setup, plus a particular religion based on

a Roman philosopher’s teachings violates separation of church and

state….

There has never been separation of church & state since America was

formed. Separation of church is the reason families left Europe, to

start a new life that included God!

But your saying that your god is better than the 68 other known

worshipped gods of other tribes on the planet, then. This type of

reasoning starts wars and hatred. Earth is the only planet in the

galaxy that worships myth gods and uses money, too, by the way…..

I have never heard all this info put together like this. I usually get bits

& pieces, never this in-depth. Can’t imagine why your article was

down voted. Must be DS trolls trying to discredit you.

 
Thanks Les. I, for one, appreciate your article. I up voted you.You

should post more often.

SATAN HAS BEEN LOOSED UPON THE EARTH THOUSANDS OF

YEARS AGO. HE HAS ALWAYS BEEN HERE. NEVER CAPTIVE

SINCE GOD CAST HIM OUT OF HEAVEN. HE’S HAD

THOUSANDS OF YEARS TO CORRUPT EVERYONE. AND THE JU-

BAS-TERDS R STILL SACRIFING CHILDREN TO BAAL OR

BAPHAMET.

WOW ! You Sledge Hammered that carpet tack Perfectly.

 
O/\/ward, & UPward ~ Our Ascension can not be stopped now, only

completed and fulfilled , and A L L by Design of the Eternal Life

Spirit.
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Yes. The mafia is intertwined with the deep state military and in the

courts and police in Virginia at ALL levels and I’m sure all over. Why

do you think that White Hat Officer Murdered article is posted?

The vastness of that power is starting to feed on itself. ][ would prefer

we triple down feed/jab them.

Let me get this straight… Mattis was one of Trump’s most important

people in his administration and he does not know where he stands?!

Funny, if you ask the serious questions and question THE PLAN,

people like yourself go on the offensive and you have no more facts

than I do! It’s important we all question everything. If not, we are

back in the same boat! I strongly believe something is occurring

behind the scenes, but believe this will take a great deal of time if it is

as large and as deep as YOU SAY IT IS and I believe it is!! These

days, you can’t have a logical discourse to arrive at a semblance of

truth with both sides making up that truth! Instead, it’s forget you,

let’s agree to disagree, or whatever! So sad!

Trump has asked many of his old enemies to join him or else.

Then they do this.

Trump is a deep state.

the vax pimp who tried to murder billions? no way. hes a swell dude.

just confused is all.

Exactly @robin earl redwine! The vax pimp who STILL stands by the

murder of millions, who appointed one deep state swamp rat after

another and cared more about tweeting than he cared about

America. He just got some bad advice, that’s all. He’s playing 87 D

chess and he’s coming back, you’ll see! How dumb do you have to be

to believe that rubbish? Treason from Hunter’s laptop is now being

made public – watch the orange imbecile claim he’s going to “lock

them up” once he is elected. He should be laughed out of the country

when he says it.
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YES, the DJT Brain trust , made a mistake, oops MASS GLOBAL

GENOCIDE, aw shucks. Time to conjure up more NFTs.

Well you figured it out. The other numb skulls can’t, it is beyond

comprehension for these people.

Have you ever heard of keep your friends close and your enemies

closer? Trump I believe knew but you have to shove them in front so

they will be exposed. There are very few that know the whole plan.

People know bits and pieces for a reason.

I agree. He’s no fool and he has a lot of help. How does one find more

birds of a feather? Set them free and follow them

Last edited 2 days ago by Claire

That is just your opinion with no basis in factual reality as near as I

can tell.

makes perfect sense to anyone with a clue. you shouldnt have taken

drumps death jab fake namer.

anyone with a clue knew a decade ago. it was common knowledge

that fauci was a deep stater in the 80s. tory smith exposed pence as a

gay child rapist circa 2014. most of the people here are clueless low iq

fools.

They know the traitors and they let them al go about their business,

remember ” the plan “.

Ryan, perhaps you should re-read the Q posts regarding flee and

escape. I get a different picture. Doesn’t say anyone fleeing the

country is locked down.

Many are wearing US Marshall electronic ankle tethers to keep track

of them, but not necessarily preventing them from leaving the

country.
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The first casualty in any WAR, regardless of it being low density or

high, is “THE PLAN”. Teach/Learn the PUPIL, (the EYE) and You

catch “more”. Even in modern “american” indoctrination centers

(schools), the students are being TAUGHT/TOLD by LAW

ENFORCEMENT, everything is RECORDED. I’ll repeat that for the

mentally challenged, EVERYTHING IS RECORDED!!! Do the boys

and girls of SPACE SHIP EARTH, UNDERSTAND what the word

EVERYTHING means??? How about RECORDED??? Do ya, do ya

really, UNDERSTAND, this is a FACT?? No joke, since before YOUR

“BIRTH”, every THOUGHT, Yours or not, every action, every sight,

every smell, EVERYTHING!!!! Married in/on “earth”, take a nap and

go breed with others, on other worlds??? Really?? WI have

EVERYTHING!!! It’s TIME for some CELESTIAL LAW, ABRITES

CUSTODES, cell 2082, PURGE!!! (Pssst…arrest and apprehend!).

 👁
 

corrupt, uneducated, narcissistic, traitorous soul-cunts. Lock the

cunts up, and ICE’M!!! Full Disclosure, is not “optional” and no

amount of $$$$ can stop what’s comin, only by keeping the

PROMISE, to destroy this fucking veil!!!

I WANT TO KNOW HOW THE FK IS BIDEN STILL SENDING $$$$

TO THAT NAZI JU-BAS-TERD ZULENSKI? EVEN THO IT’LL BE

WORTHLESS PRETTY SOON….AND HOW THE FK R THEY

BEING ALLOWED TO SEND ANY MUNITIONS TO THE NAZI

UKRAINE?? BOMB THOSE FKN SHIPS.

Yes, EVIL has a SOUL! It is demonic in it’s master, and is bound for

the place where ALL those who stand against Christ, refuse to

believe, or refuse to repent after God gives them and chance–and

God DOES give everyone a chance. If you have messed it up in this

life, you STILL have a chance in the eternity when you pass, but only

with Christ and only walking in obedience.

Who would have imagined something like this??? Its just one

massive revelation after the next here on RRN. But I thought Milley

had been arrested earlier? Is he going to be re-arrested? Or is he
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double gaming this?

The LOVE of money is the root of all evil. Scriptures tell us that! It

doesn’t supercede their oath, it is just preferred because they have no

honor or ethics, oath or not!

Have you never heard of Satan? People drawn to worldly things are

pretty much void of honor and ethics. Satan is the FATHER of fear

and lies. That is how he controls his minions, offers them worldly

things.

Satin was invented in the 7th century by the Roman Empire and

rebranded the Vatican, because a negative entity was needed to

counter their invented positive; Mr. Jesus and in the 16th century,

they added politicians as an extra layer of control. Mr. Jesus was

really a Pleiadian ET sent down to earth on a mission and his name

was Emmanuel. Jesus is a Greek that stands for “the annoited one”,

to tell the the Roman sheeple how to think for themselves and not

worship the roman emperor. He did not die on the cross either, but

had his people pluck him off the cross with their spaceship and he

was relocated to N. India where he married and had 3 sons and died

at 119 and his grave is still marked. J. Ceasar wrote 92% of the bible

and through the ages, various kings, leaders and confidence men

added their two cents to what is now, the current bible….no shit….

His real handle was actually “Chaos.” It was Trump who changed it

to “Mad Dog,” which enraged Mattis.

The evil freemasons motto: “order by chaos.” Mad dog must be a

mason. Talking about masons, does anyone think there will be a law

to ban this evil society (MB)?

There should be!

Seriously, becoming a Freemason should be considered

 
an act of high treason against the Republic of the USA.
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And remember Trump repented, so even if he was one he is no longer

one. Give the guy a break. None of us are perfect, either, even the

ones who say they are born-again.

To become the president one must be a 32 degree Free Mason.

George Washington forgot to mention this as part of his agreement

with the British throne. There is a Free Mason temple within walking

distance to the oval office for a reason. You probably know that

masons believe man and woman are of one body. So, have you

analyzed all first ladies original portraits? I only counted 6 as being

female first ladies. President Harrison’s is most funny because the

man wife didn’t try to hide a thing. Roosevelt tried to pass off Bess as

a lesbo when in fact it was a man. Has anyone seen a photo of Mattis’

spouse? Our nation’s written history does not reflect truth or hold

value, does it?

Hmmm, real life HERMAPHRODITES, do intend to look Male, when

indeed 100% Female, when at WAR, in the capacity of a GENERAL,

it helps too, in societies that frown upon FEMALE PALADINS, or

Female Leaders, in “general” terms. This EARTH, belongs to a

MARRIED ALPHA ARCHON, SICARIUS, is “it’s” name. As was/is

my old LAST name. He, KNOWS, WHO, SHE is/was. The next

fucking life-form, that SEPARATES US, won’t “like” me. I do not care

what any of You THINK, “satan” “Jesus”, etcetera, are ALL

ACRONYMS!!!! Swallow that FACT, military acronyms!!!!!!!

Including RA. Many of them, were created by and for the purpose of

carrying the hidden stuff, inside everyone. Socrates Always Taught

And Nourished-SATAN, the students or offspring, made the name

up, to make a COLLECTIVE. The COLLECTIVE, makes chooses,

good or bad, and like “GOD” (Good Ole Dudes and Dudettes), find a

scape goat to blame, just like nimrod. George Burnis JESSOP, not

“Patton”. That pricks a lying shitbird!! GARNELL WASHINGTON, a

black man, was the FIRST PRESIDENT!!! Not “king” George!!! He’s

azzazel, a friggin “demon”. Last Life, Last CHANCE!!! I’ll shove my
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broom up Your ass, if this shit continues!!! I do not hide behind a

COLLECTIVE!!! Full DISCLOSURE!!! The sooner the better.

 👁

That was probably to be a Freemason in the CORPORATION (United

States of America), which Trump dissolved in bankruptcy Court in

London before he was pushed out by Biden’s theft of the presidency

during the election. Clarence Thomas said the bankruptcy was

discharged in the spring. We are NOW a Republic again. You will

remember that God and the founding fathers were TIGHT when

America was established as a Godly nation in the beginning. God

would NEVER have allowed such an oath in HIS EAGLE (which is

how God refers to America).

I’m not certain. I hope so but it’s just wishful thinking on your part;

you did not seriously entertain the thought or investigate.

However, Trump was not allowed to become the president. They had

planned to steal it for Kilary. So that’s not evidence He never had

their approval to become president. So they began trying to remove

him as soon as he announced. and then they stole the second one. It

appears the military allowed the second steal to go through.

 
.

Any one that is that high up in Masonry is a PEDOPHILE, this is

FACT, there is NO DENIAL on this, they have been but-fucked as

well. GO do some research, learn for yourself. BUT -FUCKED ,

PEDOPHILES, that is what these degenerate lowlifes are. So become

a FREE MASON, and learn the secret magic of ancient time.

The Bible says do not be a member of any secret society.

I was in a college fraternity, that had ‘secrets.’ After I got saved, the

Holy Spirit led me away from them.
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I don’t know if Trump IS a Freemason or if he ever was, but what I

DO KNOW is the prophets say that Trump is the man God has

chosen for this place in time. God refers to Trump as his DAVID

(who killed the lion Goliath) and his CYRUS, who brought the people

BACK to God. I can say that even though God DOES sometimes

choose flawed people to do his work, Trump would NOT be still

doing any of that or God would either change him (if Trump was

WILLING to change) or reject him. If Trump has repented and asked

God to forgive him, God would do it if Trump was sincere. He will do

the same for us.

Some people believe that Trump is the reincarnation of General

Patton. Look at pictures. They sure do look alike.

lmao.. the trust the plan vaccine addled fools here wont like that…

but yes hes black sun and wants u dead.

It didn’t stop Jefferson and 15 other US Presidents (not all were as

vile and depraved as GHWB and GWB and Obama and Biden), and it

didn’t stop Edward VII, Goerge V, Edward VIII, Goerge VI, Elizabeth

II, and now Chucky the evil son.

you might need to hold everyone in the gov’t accountable then. there

all free masons and skull and bones, kkk, the mafia members.

It’s order out of chaos….You create the chaos secretly then offer the

“solution” you wanted all along.

Since God is doing the BIG clean out right now and revealing things,

I think that He is expecting US to the bear the weight of getting rid of

things like the freemasons.

LOL!!!

Ooh, I honestly didn’t know that until now.

 
Thank you for the intel drop, Mike!
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Yeah. Everyone I know in the Corps told me that. If you have

HBOMAX, watch “Generation Kill.”

Thanks Michael. I will check that one out.

 
Keep up the good work. You are a shining light in the darkness.

Mattis does not fit the Rambo tuff guy “look” of a marine general, but

more of a look of a “used car salesman”, instead. He looks too much

like a whiney pip squeek type. Now Gen. Berger and Gen. Smith have

the marine tuff guy bulldog looks, though…

Interesting aside, the Biff Tannin character in Back to the Future 2

was modeled after Trump, and the Tannin in BTF3 got the nickname

Mad Dog Tannin due to his short temper and tendency to drool.

Fwiw.

most certainly sounds like someone we want to head up the plan to

save the planet. a hot headed gullible fool .

It heard that Mattis was called Mad Dog by the Marines under his

command this was long before Trump

Yes, but there is more going on here. But remember – “birds of a

feather flock together”. I have seen and personally experienced this

many times. There is a mindset in some that they must be popular in

the eyes of others in order to feed their egos (ie., a fundamental

characteristic of narcissism). They are drawn to each other because

they feed each other’s ego, and from that comes all sorts of demented

reasonings – because this is what the collective group arrives at for

the purpose of maintaining popularity within the group. Generally,

only those who don’t have major insecurities and who have a strong

disposition to stand up for what is right, will resist this type of

mentality.

Or Tricked, decieved, become captured, MK-Ultra’ed, other

(technologies we don’t know/understand) – used 2do bad stuff … 🤔
just some thoughts 2ponder !!!
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Not making excuses, TREASON is TREASON – has 2b eliminated,

put back into hands of GOD 4their judgement with all the real facts

!!!

 
WAR is ugly & this one is diff than all others = DARK TO LIGHT

 
GODWINS

Why did TRUMP support “Operation Warp Speed” program, even

after he discovered the vaccine was deadly? …and he ridiculed those

at his reelection lovefest who BOO-ed when he presented it as a great

accomplishment. Why?

Operation warp speed was already over when he discovered the

vaccine was deadly.

 
He DIDN’T ridicule them. As I recall he just nodded his head when

they booed.

oh bullshit. its public record that trump came out in 2014 and stated

that vaccines were deadly.

for anyone to believe your story they would have to think that

1. trump knows vaccines are deadly

2. trump thought vaccines were deadly BUT the deep state child

pedos vaccine wasnt.

even a vaccine addled fool can see the problem with this story.

Right, and he was there according to RRN when some of them have

been executed for what they did!

I don’t think he DID support it afterwards, and I am not sure that he

ever KNEW it was deadly. You will recall that he suggested they use

Ivermectin and something else and the ENTIRE medical and

pharmaceutical world stood up against him. You will recall that when

HE was treated for COVID and hospitalized, I think that he took

what he recommended that people should take in the FIRST place,

except for REMDESIVIR, which I think they DID give him. I would

say Almighty God protected him because he sent him for just such a
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time as this! You will note if you have read back FAR enough in RRN

that there have been SEVERAL who have been convicted and

executed that were part of this. Ongoing and CONTINUING! This

puzzle isn’t as easy as it looks to solve, AI, clones, doubles, etc.

Trump wasn’t a scientist or a doctor! Not his credentials! How do you

KNOW he KNEW the vaccine was deadly and when did he KNOW it?

Think about it! Even the surgeon general was convicted! WHO did

Trump ACTUALLY have in his administration that he could count

on?

Pedo – bill Gates was not a scientist or a Doctor but DJT was being

counseled by Pedo- bill, DJT even went along with giving the Gates

foundation 3.6 BILLION DOLLARS in the covid funding bill

Of course. That is the basic playbook for all enticements. Learn to

notice these right away. And then run away, The Nancy Regan line

was and is “Just say NO” And it is universally valid.

It is all brought about by the devil, whose two greatest tools are

FEAR and lies. He used both of them and will continue to do so with

anyone who will let him have a foot in the door!

In WW2, the Allied forces at Monte Cassino just needed a foothold to

demolish the Nazi brigade surrounding it. The Americans, the

French, the Canadians, the British, The New Zealanders, the British

Indians, the Moroccans, the South Africans and the Poles under

General Wladyslaw Anders commanding Polish II Corps, finally

pierced through those Nazi lines, punched through armada and

defeated them. All they need was a foothold to defeat the enemy.

 
The German military forces had established the 161-kilometre (100-

mile) Gustav Line, in order to prevent Allied troops from advancing

northwards.

 
After victory, both the Polish and British flags flew on the site.
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They can take a good, honest person, use Scopolamine to make them

do something reprehensible while filming it. They now have

blackmail on this person. SOP for new members of Congress going to

DC for the first time. A few escaped. Invited to dinner or a party,

show you the ropes? Just say NO! What is the name of the

congressman who sleeps in his office? I wonder why.

This is very sad i hate to hear that a general despite his flaws i

thought very highly of.treason cannot be tolerated

Totally next. Generals are not immune from military tribunals any

more than Presidents are. Look at Clinton and W. One got hung and

one got poisoned after getting mercy on a life sentence. And they

STILL haven’t caught the perp yet.

The great Mad Dog Mattis that we had such hope for. We thought he

was a no nonsense patriot and would make President Trump proud.

We were so wrong. The DS got to him. He through this country under

the bus for his 30 pieces of silver. Mattis I hope you can feel the

noose around your pathetic neck. Lord please protect DJT and the

White Hats as they fulfill your mission!! Help us not to complain but

continue to pray for them!!!

You’re catch them???? Did our beloved POTUS actually make that

exact statement? If so… Does the mucky statement have meaning

behind it?

Typo or no typo. we love your work. I definitely do. When you

published that article about the raid in the Ukraine on Biden’s secret

compound during President Trump’s fight to nail Biden and Hunter

before the J20 usurpation, I knew somebody was doing something

right. KEEP GOING! Thank you!

It would be nice to just see the Ukraine conquered. It’s gone on for a

year now. Putin must be waiting for a reason before launching the

general offensive, not this probing attack and defending Eastern
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Ukraine. Yes, the biolabs, and the children, but the so called invasion

seems to be in a holding pattern.

I just want to see it over with. But I am sure the Chinese Invasion of

Taiwan also has to happen this year as well. The fake Biden will of

course not intervene, and throw the US into crisis.

I think the China invasion is yet to be seen with all the problems they

are having with CV19. The death toll is unbelievable there. I feel so

badly for the Chinese people.

It’s a big country and a complex military situation. They have spent a

year baiting Nazis into mindless frontal assaults to drain resources.

Meanwhile Russia has built up a war economy and can keep going

like this for years now.

He’s just another one of our wind-up toys. Just like Saddam and Pol

Pot. Sure they are awful. But we’re more awful. Without the USA

there would be no Zelinsky, no Nazis, no war. If you’re happy

swatting at whatever the criminal class is dangling in front of you like

a kitten, knock yourself out. Me I want to swat at the hand to make

the problem go away.

The money and weapons from USA, Canada, Germany, France and

other countries must stop. Then the war will end, just like that.

I hope President Putin doesn’t use any nuclear weapons, or the

Ukraine will be totally devastated like Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Yes

the biolabs and the paedophiles and the sex trafficking rings and the

corruption need to be wiped out and the criminals brought to justice,

ZELENSKY INCLUDED — THE NEW WORLD ORDER MUST STAY

DEAD. BUT I DON’T WANT ANYMORE INNOCENT PEOPLE

KILLED.

 
Zelensky, UNDER NATTY ROTHSCHILD’S ORDERS (both Natty’s

wife and girlfriend were murdered btw, to stop them from speaking

out against the family’s crimes) is pushing for more and more money

and more and more weaponry from England and Germany and
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America in terms of tanks and planes; plus the fighting Ukrainian

Mozarts to counterattack the Russian Wagners.

 
But the founders of the Mozart group, both Americans working for

Zelensky and yet another thorn in Putin’s side, are fighting each

other alleging the other is betraying the team — one by going to help

Georgia and the other by helping Russia — instead of helping

Zelensky and the Assoff/Banderite forces attack Russia further, and

continue to attack its own Ukrainian citizenry further since 2014.

 
Plus it’s been reported that Putin is secretly meeting with President

Lukashenko for some arrangements the MSM media is lying about or

not reporting, as usual. The Kremlin-issued statements from Putin

that are translated show a different view than the fake news will. This

is why both sides must be examined and scrutinized. We have been

lied to for far too long.

 
People do crazy things in wartime; and as Bible believers, we all need

to pray that God gives Vladimir wisdom, too. All righteous leaders

Including Presidents Trump and Putin cleaning up the

globalist/Rothschilian/Jesuit filth need wisdom to protect the

innocents and that other countries like Belarus and Poland not get

touched by these filthy Khazarian bastards, militarily or politically.

They need to be deposed and brought to justice just like Zelensky and

his henchmen do.

 
Ukraine wants to join NATO, and Poland is part of NATO, and that is

increasing the stack for opposing Russia, which Putin will not lie

down and take because NATO is also globalist. We don’t want

another world war. And Paedo Joe Biden, the New World Order

lover, is happily fighting this proxy war with Russia because he is

now at the helm fighting Russia, whom he hates with a passion.

 
President Putin is no saint himself, but he will not rest until these

globalist traitors against the freedom-loving world are all

apprehended and punished. HE HATES THE NWO AND THE

ROTHSCHILDS AND THE JESUITS AND THE GLOBALISTS AND

PUBLICLY SAID SO WHILE EXPOSING THEIR PLANS,
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Putin will never use nukes.

He is just taking out what needs to be taken out with INTEL to go

along with it.

 
The longer it goes on, the more the people will be mad at

Zelenskyy….

 
Peace Treaties have been on the table, the people just don’t know it

YET!

 
Why do you think Putin never bombed Ukraine’s government

buildings?

Is Zelenskyy in Ukraine??? I doubt it – CGI / AI – 3D scanners

 
I guess he is in his MIAMI Mansion enjoying himself

Though they all seem to go to Ukraine (hear-say) the fly into Poland

WHY??

 
Oh that’s right, Putin has it locked down, so how did Pelosi and

others land there???

 
We are ALL being lied to… it’s a show to distract you and divert your

attention elsewhere while dividing you from others….

The so called Taiwan future invasion is to shut down the pedo

tunnels that the black hats have been running, lots of kids in those

tunnels that have been kept in for the richies to fondle….

They will get him..one wsy or another….lots of bombs and bullets

flying around his head no doubt, just put a reward on it!!!

Last edited 2 days ago by Scoop....

Sounds like a favor our buddy Putin could do us all in Ukraine. He is

already there with boots on the ground.

Putin should tell the drumper and these military cowards to ead.

He’s fighting the satanists while the drumper hides away in a bunker

and pushes his death jab.
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Robin Redwine is a DS troll. He is definitely talking about our

President. He is not very smart at all…but he thinks he is.

so according to you anyone who is pro 9/11 truth and anti vaccine is a

deep state troll?

one can only hope your entire bloodline took drumps vaccine.

the world will be a better place without you. youre that stupid.

Trump has already green-lighted what they are doing, he signed the

Executive Order putting the military in charge. Trump’s main job

right now is to humble himself before Almighty God, continue to

pray and seek God’s guidance, and act when and where God tells him

to or NOT TO.

If you had a storehouse FULL of good apples, would you bring in by

annexing it SEVERAL barrels of apples with WORMS in them? Get a

grip here!

They WILL annex the whole country AFTER the bad apples are gone.

That is what they are doing over there. They are killing bad apples

and ridding that country of all the dirty, filthy, rotten apples (Nazis)!!

Chernobyl still needs a hell of alot of after-care. I don’t trust Nazis to

do that job. You should be hoping like anything that the Russians

take the Ukraine over immediatley and start that remediation

process….among other things too, like giving the kiddy eaters

NOWHERE TO LIVE.

I am rooting for Putin like never before. Now, it would seem,

everything hinges on HIM. And no one else…..that I can see right

now.

He should swing hogtied from his nut sack and slowly cooked over an

open fire. His agony taped for sasquatch research… Oorah

motherfer!
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Milley/Mattis Must Hang for TREASON.

ASAP

 
. I hope the White hats catch him right away. !

Last edited 2 days ago by Wildcat

In time his wife will want to come home. Putin might catch him first.

Dam traitor to his Country.

 
.

Reread the article. He and his wife left for a belated honeymoon.

(LOL) She is with him, I think.

They are both in Switzerland or Israel, having a great time with shit

loads of American tax payers money. MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.

How smart is it to let the whole world including Mattis know that if

he returns to the US he’ll find himself on the first flight to Gitmo?

Mattis is not going to Ukraine, none of those ” fleeing ” are going to

Ukraine, they are going to Switzerland or Israel most likely both.

I wouldn’t be so sure about that. They clearly didn’t feel save in

Davos a week ago, what with their 5000 heavily armed troops

guarding their vampire shindig. And public sentiment in Israel is

about as fed up and anti-globalist as anywhere else. For whatever

reason they turned Ukraine into their hub.

THEY ARE SAFE, NONE OF THEM HAVE BEEN TOUCHED, THAT

SHOULD GIVE A CLUE AS TO WHO IS IN CONTROL,

UNFORTUNATELY, So for right NOW I am sure about that. And you

know why Ukraine has been their hub , for a very long time as well, it

was not just turned.

I am sure he will feel Almighty God’s hot and heavy breath breathing

down the back of his NECK! I am sure that Mattis already knows

this! Why do you think he FLED?

They are advising Mattis, helping the brother out, see it for what it is.
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More than likely, he went off planet to the moon, by using the portal

at China Lake, CA; a Navy Airstation base that has stargate portals to

Mars and the Moon and elsewhere. That’\s what all of the traitor

military high rollers use. The now legalized SSP or Space force, also

has 39 bases outside of the solar system, that we little people are not

supposed to know about either, but maybe someday the SSP will fill

some of the 99% in on this info…maybe….

These days, DIVERSITY and EQUITY, trump TREASON. TRUMP

HAS ALREADY DEMONSTRATED THAT TO YOU PEOPLE, BUT

YOU STILL CAN’T SEE IT. … or better , you refuse to see it.

It is time to go after the deep state generals like Matis, Milley and

Austin and All the rest who have infiltrated our military, the

Pentagon and all the alphabet agencies. These traitors are serpents

who have coiled around inside our government and work for the

globalists in the alternate military industrial complex that only

benefits themselves and the one world government. It is a machine of

death for huge profits. It has GOT TO GO!

We will take down and kill the beast system so that free humans can

thrive on this beautiful earth in the mighty name of Jesus.

A whole lot of Majors and higher ranks had been purged from the

military under Obama (Mikey Weinstein and others). Having been

told if they didn’t support Obama they wouldn’t be promoted. Many

in the lower Officer ranks saw this and resigned their commissions

also. It will take generations to correct this.

Looked at another way, consider all the skilled patriots out there who

had to step back from the corrupted military but yet are part of those

ready willing and able to devote their time skill and energies in

reestablishing the military which has been battered and undermined

by treasonous leaders with stolen mandates.

No wonder President Eisenhower tried to warn President-elect

Kennedy that these vipers kill for keeps!!
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yeah but some think JFK is or was alive ,…to the ripe old age of over

100Y EARS or something. They think …according to DJT, JFKjr is

still alive and kicking it. SO there you go, what do you believe?

put a bounty on his head in Poland and Ukraine and see how fast

thing work out for him and others. It will put an end for these

treasonous Basterds to escape anywhere.

Great idea! Probably already in place but makes me realize how

fragile their back up plans are.

Who is going to pony -up DJT? LoL…LoL NFT yeah sure, DJT likey

NFT, MILLIONS in DJT pocket……..but a bounty LoL yeah sure.

I just don’t understand why think they are getting back at President

Trump? This is about the American people. The Country that game

you opportunity to make something out for your self. Mattis dam

traitor see you in Gitmo in time you will be caught in God’s time.

No problem. Believe it or not, a lot of us get the gist of the

conversations without complaining of every typo.

If they ever get Mattis it will be a fucking clone, probably from

Alaska, LoL a MATTIS FLAT-FOOT ,.LoL

All Americans must be told about Ukraine.

 
Watching the news talk about these people who are gone keeps the

swamp alive.

After Blinken fled to hide in Ukraine, it dawned upon me that the

Deep State key players were moving money and other resources for

their plotted escapes to this safe haven where few would expect them

to risk war zone calamities or discovery for lack of recognition by the

local population. Since Xi figured out that he didn’t want them in

China, the Ukraine option had more curb appeal; they had to prepare

to hide somewhere given that they wouldn’t be safe walking down the

streets in the US once people learn what they’ve done. They can flee,
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but they’ll eventually run out of resources and friends only to be fully

exposed and brought to justice in some black hole. It’s my opinion

that Mattis was always Deep State.

YOU SEE BLINKEN IN ISRAEL, THIS IS WHERE ALL THE Deep

State fugitives are heading ISRAEL, MATTIS , AUSTIN ETC. ALL

GOING TO ISRAEL, NOT UKRAINE , only fools and morons think

these DS lowlifes are heading to Ukraine, FUCK even fruity-pants

Zelinskyy is kicking it Israel or Switzerland, there is most likely a

tunnel going directly Switzerland to Israel. High-speed meg-leve 30

minutes non stop, payfor with AMERICAN TAX PAYER DOLLARS.

LoL

With the “war” going on in the Ukraine, it is possible a bounty

offered DEAD or alive for his return would work quite well.

Criminals are always ready to turn a “friend” over for a few dollars.

Seems we may need to bring back the playing cards of leading

criminals with cash awards listed on the card.

It looks like Gen. Smith is putting in a lot of time and effort with the

White Hats and seems to be more effective than Gen. Berger as Gen.

Berger had other duties to attend to. Both good men and I’m happy

with both. We are still Praying for the recovery of Gen. Berger. Real

Raw, thanks for your reports and your new videos on Rumble, they

are great.

Gen. Berger was busted up pretty good, but from what I’ve heard he’s

making a hearty recovery.

why does he deserve a med bed when millions across the planet are

dying from a death jab endorsed by these so called white hats?

@Ken T. – What’s the name/picture of the Rumble channel? It looks

like there are 3 with the name “Real Raw News.” Thanks!
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It is not all of them, but we are hearing about the ones who have

turned on the United States. There are many many more who are

loyal patriots to the United States.

I walk by faith, not by fear. Praying for all of the black hat military to

be arrested, face trial, and hang. It is a terrible feeling to know that

our military, who swore an oath to God and the US Constitution are

trying to take down our wonderful country.

That’s why General Washington would not relent while pursuing

traitor Benedict Arnold as he fled to England via Canada to escape

justice. Washington did not compromise on treason. He had people

court-martialed for buggery and blasphemy. Not like today. People

can blaspheme and bugger each other in the military via their secret

societies with zero punishment (the decriminalized buggery permit

they can thank Obama for), BUT TREASON? NO WAY.

Xena, go look up Kaye Griggs, she has been recorded on numerous

videos, Go check them out, watch and listen, get an education as to

what has been going on in the top ranks of the US Military for very

many years. SERIOUSLY , go see for yourself

It’s not a matter of them turning, it is a matter of them being

DRAWN away by worldly things that they think are everlasting! They

are drawn away by money, pride, conceit, fear, etc. Satan wanders

about like a roaring lion, seeing exactly WHO he can devour! These

were apparently easy pickins’!

Hussein O retired 300 top Generals, top officers, top enlisted men

who refused to swear allegiance to him. Forced many to swear

allegiance to him, although some really did not. That was the source

of the Deep-State military. President Trump brought most of them

back to incorporate into his white hats. We have an extremely

powerful military force. By ‘top’, I mean highly skilled, very

experienced personnel like General Smith.
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MB wondering if anybody else is being denied access to this site by

go daddy and their fire wall I do not have a account with them

sounds like I have register with them if i want to make changes

His home in Richland, WA is a high end single story duplex near our

condominium. Always wondered if I would have met him on one of

my walks past his subdivision? Now I know better what maybe

lurking in the hood. Keeping an eye out for the “For Sale” sign. No, I

didn’t see anybody staking out his home. They’re that good.

“He” “MATTIS” walks into that “home”, what’s inside? A gate? There

are a lot of “gates”. Walk in as “A”, come out in or on another part of

“earth” as “B”, even go into another gate, come out in a totally

different spot as “C”. It is being done. 1 man, 3-5 Families, or more,

scattered across the PLAIN, totally wrong and unethical in my

opinion. If the SUN has beams coming down at angels from “it”, You

LIVE ON A FLAT PLAIN. Asgard style. Swallow it, and figure out if

You Live on a Round PLANET. There’s an easy way to tell. The rays

of the SUN, will be angled down and out from “it”. Also, please

capitalize Human, show some fucking RESPECT!!! Respect All-RA,

literally how that name was formed and given to me, in an ancient

LIFE. RA, lives in VALHALLA, with the rest of the WARRIORS, WI

call OUR COLLECTIVE CIVILIZATION “Earth”. The in-between

WORLD, MIDDLE EARTH. As Above, As Below, As The Middle Has

Been Told!! Baphomet is a PLANET. It was turned into a cyborg

world, and “died”, but the FORCE, is ALIVE, and Self-Aware.

Literally, “poof”, what was, will be again, just with Integrity, the

catastrophic KARMATIC FAILURE, can be avoided. Bio-Geological

Sciences aren’t LEARNED to “modern Man/Woman”. Mud Fossils

are fact, not fiction. The “dead” You’s (past lives”, will remember

“things”, and are in CRYSTALS. Ie…. Crystal PEOPLE. I KNOW

MATTIS, is an ENTITY. Where he is, is another dimension, maybe

the rift or in the WARP. Go for his unique FREQUENCY, but he’s off
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world, doing his JOB, “killing shit” for the IMPERIUM. Any other, is

a clone or chameleon. A&A, please.

 👁

Last edited 2 days ago by Joseph

Well, it’s really sad that the guy wasted so many years in the military

only to turn out to be a low down dirty rotten traitor. I have a

question though and that is who is cutting the paychecks for the

Deep State military and who is footing the bill for the White Hats? Is

President Trump paying for them out of his pocket or do they both

get paid out of the same pot of money.

Treasury Dept. / Tax Dollar / Slush funds/ Money made from drug

seizures…the list goes on.

A piece of shit computer system. That’s who. With turdlings helping.

Or, asshats, stupid asshats. 👁

And “gonzo porn” they do a lot of that shit too. Stuff, stuff, should’ve

called it stuff, but didn’t! Because I don’t have too. Hotels, etcetera,

and “they” get pissed when “Wi” look at it. Changing names and look,

won’t hide the FREQUENCY. 👁C

TY MB for all the hard work you have done and all the articles. Every

day, I look to see what is new each day and then check out the

military planes then go check out Derek Johnson on Telegram, read

laws and orders, that’s the extent of gathering main issues. I am very

grateful you are here.

When the Russians take Kiev, they’ll know what to do with Mattis

and the others who have fled there for safe haven.

Lol. There not taking Kiev.

Stop supporting Russia.

I’m not dying or being into your world. Stop erasing other humans.
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So you support Khazarian evil to flourish in the world? I don’t. That’s

how we got to this point, by supporting evil people and allowing the

evil to spread and hurt and kill the innocent, so trying to change the

world and stop the evil and save human lives is what you oppose?

You think evil will not get to you too? Because it will, unless people

fight back and stop it. I for one, believe in punishing the bad guys

and justice for EVERYONE.

BTRW, Lewis Herms will be next door to Richland, in Kennewick,

Washington on his up-coming Truth Tour. Perhaps he’ll learn of

some crumbs about Mattis. Be there Tri-City!

I use to admire Mattis in the beginning of Trump admin but could

see thing change. Also I wonder about gen Kelly after he retired.

Then they put Millie in that position. Wonder also if we’re on a

slipper slope to great reset not a gold back gcr/RV world of lawful

money. Same ole shit…

No. They are trying to DERAIL God’s reset. Luckily, we all know how

things turn out when the false God’s and Satan go up to do battle

with Almighty God! Things like the FLOOD, destruction of Sodom

and Gomorrah, the RED SEA (after God told the freed Israelites to

camp out the night before they crossed the Red Sea RIGHT ACROSS

the sea from Baal, one of the God’s we are fighting right now in the

Spirit world.

Hopefully Putin will pick the “old lateral lisp” up. After all, he

destroyed bio-labs and pedo hideouts. Maybe Putin can do the job!!!

I hope you Americans don’t cry for help when you get betrayed by

Russia and China. Your mistake to give them an inch.

russia nor china tried to kill me without a vaccine endorsed by most

of the so called white hats.

maybe youre not sure who the enemy is

Yes I’m the enemy bc I’m anti vaccine and pro 9/11 truth.
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I’m not the one trying to murder you vaccine addled drooler.

The world will be a better place when your death jab kicks in.

IDK what the “old lateral lisp” is, but if President Putin can knock out

the deep state along with President Trump and not touch other

countries in the process, then we have a winner.

It’s a speech impediment involving tongue position or poor jaw

stability. The air escapes from the sides of the tongue into the cheeks

instead of over the top of the tongue. Occurs in several sounds . s,z,

ch, sh and others. Mattis’s impediment is extreme pronounced. If

you listen to him speak it’s quite severe.I was a speech pathology

major in college, but then I switched to elem ed.

Last edited 2 days ago by Patriot Gal

Somebody needs to help poor Drew Barrymore. You’d think with all

her money she could afford speech therapy.

 
Lisping Marco Rubio and all his relatives simply need to be deported

since they are illegal aliens and forced their way into our country.

 
And Mayorkas is another illegal alien who was put in charge of the

border!

Last edited 15 hours ago by Guest4579

Trump ought to immediately call Putin and commit to a dialogue of

inquiry concerning the apprehension of the treasonous “Mad

Dog”.Putin has proven himself to be amenable to this type activity.

St Louis Post Dispatch (03/04/2022) headline: “A hero to us:

Ukrainian-American adoption advocate from St Louis dies in

invasion”. Hmmm, 25 years of adoptions. Early casualty. Meanwhile,

on Clay Travis radio show today, “35,000 Russians crossed the

border illegally under Biden”. THEY won’t be able to hide in the

Ukraine or in the US. Putin’s efficiency at work.
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I think Ukraine is full of innocent people just trying to live their lives.

Just like the U.S. it’s not their fault the Nazi’s took hold there and

corrupt elites from a much more powerful country took over their

government.

of course. ukrainians needs peace too. not just russians taking over

the world so wef plan becomes successful of a one world gov’t of 500

million insane people.

Zelensky is a WEF pupil of Klaus Schwab (along with Ardern,

Macron, Trudeau, Johnson, Truss, Sunak), who wants to be part of

the New York Order, not Putin.

 
Putin hates the WEF and the NWO and the Rothschilds and the

Jesuits. in turn, the NWO and the Rothschilds and the WEF

repudiated hm and called him a traitor for oposing them and

revealing their plans for the human race.

 
So there is no way in living hell that Russia will be part of the NWO

globalist agenda.

 
This is why the leftists and the crazycrats (Pelosi, McConnell,

Graham, Romney, Schumer, Biden, Harris, Blinken, Austin,

Buttigieg, Garland, Roberts, etc) and

NATO/globalist/Jesuit/FBI/EU/CIA/MI5/secret

societies/Khazarian mafia hate Putin and Trump so much.

 
These swamp creatures support: paedophilia,

 
incest,

 
euthanasia,

 
abortion,

 
child sex trafficking,

 
depopulation via nanotech tracking,

 
cryptocurrency which they can turn off anytime they want,

 
microchipping humans,

 
the deadly clotshots,

 
bioweapon engineering for global plagues,

 
one-world currency/religion/government,

 
sex change surgeries and puberty blockers for kids,
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same-sex marriage/adoption/parenting,

abolition of property ownership,

 
abolition of one man-one woman marriage,

 
eradication of the human family as God designed us to reproduce

(hence sex-change/nonbinary surgeries for LGBTQ radicals),

abolition of human rights,

 
abolition of civil rights

 
and many other atrocities in

 
violations with impunity of the US 1776 Constitution,

 
abolition of freedom of religion,

 
the UDHR of 1948,

 
the UNESCO article on Bioethics and Human Rights of 2005,

 
the Declaration of Geneva of 2017,

 
the UN Charter,

 
the Syracuse Protocols,

 
and other human rights protections that God provided for us and

protects us through His servants and everyone else He uses for His

Glory.

Very true. But no matter how much evil men, women and demons

rage and concoct elaborate and wicked plans, ultimately they are

limited by their own death.

On the other hand Almighty God is eternal and His holy spirit lives in

his people. Greater is He that lives in me than he that is in the world.

We have MIGHTY spiritual authority through the name and blood of

Jesus that no wicked character can stand against.

Therefore, if we would just be United in prayer and in armed

spiritual warfare, we WILL defeat all the NWO and their evil hordes.

They will all fail. God has won

That may be but I still don’t want them coming here as “refugees.”

We’re full up! NO MORE IMMIGRATION, legal or otherwise.
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No, only the child traffickers and the biowarfare lab operators. In

fact, I gave a deposition in a case where a baby was sold to an

Eastern-European transient in a suburb of St Louis 7 years ago.

Let’s not forget what was revealed in Wikileaks: Hillary presented

Obama a 5 year old Ukrainian boy as a present and bragged that he

cost her 250,000 dollars.

When they RUN and Flee the Country and hide, EVERYONE

KNOWS

 
That they are GUILTY.

 
No reason to waste time with the TRIBUNAL..

 
Execute him on the SPOT.. forget about the ROPE..

 
Acouple of shots to the forehead..and be done with it !

They can do that, but I am sure that he has friends who will help him.

However, one of those “threads” to call a friend may also be being

followed. I would NOT want to be in their shoes! They may think

they are hiding, but you CAN’T hide from God! EVER!

They go to #Poland because those who lobby for war in #Ukraine

(and #Yugoslavia back then) are Polish Nationalists (whose superior

is pope.) It is #NATO corruption basically.

 
Those guys hate #Trump because he is pro American and anti war.

Pope’s Polish and French Hookers of #GWU (“professors”) run all of

my accounts and #StateDepartment documents. Thanks to the

double/added Facebook layer they were editing all I posted, or would

deny the content exit depending on their needs. Now they locked my

Facebook account too. (As Twitter following the 2020 election

fraud.)

 
They also stole all of my #GWU emails. 😂

Udělal jsem komentář, stiskl ho, abych ho zveřejnil, uvědomil jsem si

chybu ve větě, stiskl tlačítko Upravit chybu, abych chybu opravil, jen

abych zjistil, že můj komentář zmizel. Mluvil jsem o tom, že Trump
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okamžitě zavolal Putinovi ve snaze zatknout „šíleného psa“, jak už

dokázal přístupný dialogu ke vzájemnému prospěchu jak USA, tak

Ruska.

Něco mi říká, že někde na světě je klon Laboratory, s klonem

MadDOG, který teprve čeká na vylíhnutí! 

 
ZABÍJTE TAKÉ všechny kopie POS!

 

 

 

 

 

 


